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“Rent” Spreads the Love 1000 Cranes for Japan
By TIFFANY LIN, freshman

By NAOMI LEE, editor

Even after the curtains closed,
JP Theatre Company’s “Rent”
remained a powerful experience
that echoed in the audience’s
minds. Through song and dance,
the talented JP cast traced the
lives of eight young New Yorkers
struggling to achieve their dreams
despite chronic life-threatening
illnesses and emotional conflicts.
The
opening
scene
of
“Rent” begins in the apartment
of Mark Cohen, an aspiring
documentary filmmaker acted by
sophomore Jesse Herman, and
Roger Davis, portrayed by senior
Markos Kantilierakis. Roger is
a songwriter whose ambition is
to compose the perfect song.
The song “Rent” marks the
beginning of hardships as the
characters sing of their financial
struggles. Throughout the play,
the characters are ridden with
drug addiction problems, the
growing fear of living with AIDS,
and relationship tensions. Playing
characters who have more than

ON MARCH 11, a magnitude
9.0 earthquake and a devastating
tsunami shattered much of Japan
along with a 7.1 aftershock. This
disaster, called “the worst crisis
since the tragic bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki,” has
taken the lives of over 13,000
people, displaced over 590,000,
and destroyed over 125,000 homes.
The crisis in Japan is a horrifying
display of Nature’s cold power.
Despite the devastation it has
wrought, the disaster has also
brought about a common humanity
from people around the world.
The students at John P. Stevens
have risen to that cause. Students
in every grade, every class level,
every sort of club or organization
imaginable, from the Orchestra, to
the FBLA, to the Key Club, to the
INK!, to the Hawkeye, have united
to create the Raising Wings Rising
Sun Thousand Paper Crane project,
a beautiful display of compassion.
Japanese tradition holds that
folding 1,000 origami cranes will
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Jessie Herman (left), Justin Marson (middle), and Raymond Nunez
(right) capture the crowd’s hearts with a dazzling performance.

their fair share of struggles was
a learning experience for the
cast members. Sophomore Ali
Afendoulis, who played Mimi
Marquez, said, “My character
taught me to be strong and not rely

on others for my own necessities.”
The tone of “Rent” cannot be
misconstrued to be solely somber
and depressing. Tom Collins, played
by senior Justin Marson, discovers
>> Continued on Page 9

Duel in the Wild West for Mr. JPS
By FRANK JIANG, sophomore

In JP Stevens, April 1 was
not just April Fool’s. It was
the day when twelve juniors
and seniors participated in the
annual Mr. JPS, featuring a
“The Wild, Wild West” theme.
The night began with a video
presentation of the two hostesses,
seniors Nikki Lee and Elia Lehrer,
rounding up 12 cowboys for the
show. Mr. October, senior Tyleek
Gainer, unfortunately could not
make the show. The other 11,
however, took to the stage in a
five-part competition composed
of Month Wear, Sleep Wear,

Swimwear, Talent, and Formal
Wear. Following an exciting
group dance, the contestants
departed the stage to prepare for
the first portion of the event.
Mr. January, junior Alex Moskal,
started off the first round by
waddling around and shivering
while bundled up in thick snow
gear. The other cowboys all
displayed their outfits as well;
they ranged from Mr. February’s
Roman Cupid to Mr. December’s
Hanukkah candles. The audience
laughed with each contestant who
strutted the stage, and people
really began to enjoy the show.
The next event, swimwear,
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The cowboy contestants kick back before taking the stage.

included quite a few creative
outfits. Senior Rojing Rajkarnikar,
Mr. May, sported purple arm
flotation devices, while senior

Eric Bunin, Mr. November,
wore a duck swimming tube. A
ready-for-summertime outfit by
>> Continued on Page 9

eight months of preparation, three
in-school spontaneous practices,
two personal visits from Coach
P, and a total of 144 minutes in
competition, JPS OotM teams
reaped a well-deserved reward:
an unprecedented 12 of 15 teams
advanced to State Finals. Our
teams swept all five problems with
first place finishes. Additionally,
JP Stevens was awarded the
prestigious
Ranatra
Fusca
award for exceptional creativity.
OotM-ers (OotM members)
spend many months developing
solutions to problems that range
from building balsa wood structures
to interpreting literary classics
with twists. And as the club’s
name alludes to Homer’s valiant,
seafaring hero, this year’s OotM-ers
have spent many a sleepless night
battling the mind’s Cyclopes to
reach creativity’s Ithaca and satisfy
the inner muses. The journey

was not without difficulties, as
senior Jackie Song, who placed
in last year’s World Finals and is
one of 15 team captains this year,
described how her team’s cheesebaited mousetrap solution for
problem two, “As Good as Gold…
berg,” encountered technical
difficulties immediately before the
performance. For this problem,
teams built a machine that featured
endlessly intricate sequences of
domino-like effects to complete a
simple task like turning on lights.
“One faulty rope attachment
gave me a face full of water,” said
Jackie. “But by far the worst mistake
we made was attaching a wood
piece that extended the machine’s
height to eight feet. To get the
whole thing into the competition
area, we had to wrestle the nails out
of our machine, dismantle the zip
line, and hammer the same nails
in place just before performing.”

grant you a wish. In the spirit of
that tradition, Raising Wings Rising
Sun has partnered with AmeriCares
Disaster Relief Organization to
supply funds and well-wishes to
the areas of Japan affected by the
recent earthquake and tsunami.
Hours of origami folding
have produced more than 1,000
cranes at John P. Stevens, and
for contributions of $1 each,
donors, students, teachers, and
administrators,
have
written
their names and a wish for the
people of Japan on their paper
crane. Under the direction and
management of seniors Yahui
Liang, Naomi Lee, and Gina Pan,
JPS has raised over $1,500 to be
sent to Japan through AmeriCares.
With the help of students
across New Jersey, Raising Wings
Rising Sun grew into a statewide
movement, with nearly ten
different schools moving towards
the $1,000 goal, and it expanded to
partner with a national movement.
The Million Crane Project,
started by students at Princeton
University and Stanford University,
is joining with John P. Stevens
High School and Raising Wings
Rising Sun to raise awareness and
empathy for the victims in Japan.
The results of JPS Hawks’
efforts will soon be pooled with
those of young people across
the nation in an inspiring display
of the million paper cranes. The
funds will help rebuild Japan.
The sign above our lobby
declares that JP students will
“depart to serve” others; with
these recent inspiring efforts to
help people across the world
in their time of need, the news
section of the Hawkeye thinks that
it’s safe to say that we already are.
CHECK
IT
OUT
AT
raisingwingsrisingsun.lifeyo.com

Odyssey of the Mind Sweeps Through the State
By GRACE CHO, senior
“Thinking inside the box,”

as Odyssey of the Mind (OotM)
coach Mr. Parekkadan once put it,
may not always imply creativity, but

on March 5, 15 JP Stevens OotM
teams gathered to do exactly that.
These teams traveled to Woodrow
Wilson Middle School for the
Liberty Regional Tournament and
competed for spots at States. After
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Odyssey of the Mind members Jackie Song (left) and Jacklin Wu
(right) examine their Rube Goldberg machine before competition time.

Despite
difficulties
in
transportation, Jackie and her
team’s solution embodied the
complex thinking process that
was required to solve all of this
year’s problems. In problem four,
“Unhinged Structure,” teams
built a structure with balsa wood
and glue that could be “folded”
using a hinge. Teams then placed
Olympic-size weights to “crush”
the structure. Senior and team
captain Jerry He summarized a
structure builder’s work ethic:
“OotM is like a sport, except I
don’t play; I just build structures.”
Alongside
all
of
these
amazing technical feats were
true marvels of artistic creation.
The team led by junior John Su
earned the Ranatra Fusca award
for creativity by fashioning a
costume that began as a truck
and morphed into a Transformer>> Continued on Page 8
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It’s Official ... I’m a Belieber Now
By KHUSBHU PARIKH, senior
I can say, without an ounce of shame,
that I’ve seen Justin Bieber’s documentary
“Never Say Never,” and I’ve seen it twice.
Before it, I didn’t buy into the whole
Bieber Mania, but after 220 minutes
of footage, I became a follower.
I was a fully converted Belieber,
his newest champion, ready to
defend him at all costs. And,
as it turns out, Justin Bieber
needs a lot of defending.
Everyone seems to
have an opinion of him.
Teenagers thirteen and
below love him, whereas
older demographics aren’t
nearly as adoring. From the
very beginning of his career, Bieber
has been the butt of many jokes.
From his hair and voice to his sense
of style and interviews slip-ups, people
are never at a loss when it comes to
criticizing him. And “criticizing” is a massive
understatement — derogatory and hateful are
more apt to describe some of the comments
aimed towards him. His video “Baby” on
YouTube has over a million dislikes, and the
comments on the video are nasty — the
ones calling him a girl and saying his
voice is too high-pitched are some of
the kinder things people have to say
about him. Yet, because Bieber made the
decision to become a celebrity, people brush
off all the cruelty as the price of fame. Not
only are insults and occasional death threats
allowed, they are also justifiable and Bieber
just has to deal with them, regardless of how
negative they are. It may not be obvious but
what our society has done with Bieber, and
with every celebrity that has come before
him, is create an acceptable form of bullying.
The most ironic part is that the people
who are rude to Bieber and other celebrities
like him aren’t generally hateful people.

These are the same people who are outraged
every time they turn on the news and hear
a story about a child getting bullied, the
same people who ask,

“Why isn’t the police doing anything?” A
local student receiving death threats on top
of masses of other insults would make the
headlines, but because Justin Bieber is a
celebrity, he’s supposed to take it all in stride?
Who made it okay for this kind of behavior
to be socially acceptable? Is it because the
bullies are the majority, and thus cannot be
subdued? Or is it because we are actually
convinced that celebrities are born with

some gene that makes them more capable
of handling the hatred thrown their way?
Bieber isn’t the first celebrity who is
treated like this, nor will he be the last. But
as far as hated celebrities go, his rap sheet
is comparatively weak: no run-ins with the
law, no scandalous photos — just shaggy
hair and a prepubescent appearance.
His singing prowess may be debatable,
but there’s no denying the amount of
showmanship he possesses and the
effect it has on the younger crowd.
Compared to his peers, Bieber is
practically an angel. And every slipup he and other celebrities make is
just further proof that
celebrities aren’t born
with some special
gene and they really
are, despite how
cliché it sounds,
just like us. Every
mistake they make is no
different than the mistakes
we “normal” people
make.
Their
scandalous photos
are no different
from the ones we
post on Facebook every
day. The only differences are the
millions of people who know their name
and the sense of detachment between the
Hollywood world and the “real” world. But
is that enough to justify this type of bullying?
Is that enough to justify the hypocrisy?
This problem will not disappear until
celebrities themselves disappear, and as
unfortunate as it is, for now, all those who
are famous or will become famous just have
to deal with it. But before you say that Justin
Bieber has no talent, consider this: it takes a
considerable amount of talent and backbone
to be able to handle the amount of ill
treatment he has received. And that, if for no
other reason, is why he deserves to be famous.

IBM: Let’s All Do the Robot
By DAVID SHIEH, junior

Throughout history, we have always
tried to overcome our own weaknesses
through innovation, utilizing the one gift
that puts our species above the rest —
intelligence. Because we cannot run as fast as
the cheetahs, we invented the automobile.
Because we cannot swim as far as the fish,
we invented the ship. Because we cannot
fly as high as the birds, we invented the
plane. We have conquered nearly all
of our flaws and have surpassed all
the creatures of the Earth, except
one — the human species itself,
and its remarkably complex mind.
In recent times, researchers
have indeed made leaps and
bounds toward this final frontier,
seeking to imitate and eventually
surpass the abilities of the
human brain. Although we
are still decades, probably
even centuries away from
achieving this ultimate
goal, the recent victory of IBM’s
Watson computer system in a
much-publicized
“Jeopardy!”
match against Ken Jennings and
Brad Rutter (two of the game show’s
most successful players) showed
that seemingly impossible levels of
artificial intelligence (AI) are attainable
after all. A few years before the inception of
IBM’s project, scientists would never have
dreamed of a computer could communicate
as successfully as Watson. Of course,
Watson is still limited by difficulties such as
deafness (it could only respond to computer
signals that were transmitted to it as Alex

Trebek read the clues) and an inability to
articulate as humans can (it answered “What
is leg?”, when referring to what made a onelegged professional runner special). At the

same time,
Watson
has
vastly expanded
the horizons
of artificial intelligence. After his great
success on “Jeopardy!” in February, Watson
is now undergoing some technical tweaks

and is expected to be working within two
years as a “clinical decision support system”
to help doctors diagnose patients. Seeing
that Watson seems to have surpassed the
archetypal game show champion and will
eventually beat doctors, the question that
IBM and other artificial intelligence
developers must answer is
this: how far can we go?
Although I have high
hopes for the prospects of
true artificial intelligence,
machines
that
can
actually think and feel
like humans are unlikely
to be created in the near
future. The human psyche
is amazingly complex,
involving intricate and highly
involved thought processes
that we still fail to completely
understand. Furthermore, a
defining part of humans and other
living things is the ability to feel and
this is one area where AI is severely
limited. Unlike humans and other
living things, artificial intelligence
cannot feel happiness, experience
envy, or even comprehend love.
AI might be able to think like
humans and surpass human
computational power, but the inability to
feel will always hold machines back: wires
and circuit boards simply will not be able
to imitate the combination of chemicals
and neural synapses that compose human
emotions. In an age driven by numbers
and governed by cutthroat competition,
perhaps what we really need is to be in touch
with our emotions as well as our reason.
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Developing Nuclear Energy: At What Cost?
By VIGNESHWAR S., political columnist
 THE WORD “Fukushima” inspires great

fear today, as thoughts instantly turn to the
menace of radiation. As the world sends
its prayers to the Japanese during their
struggle in the aftermath of the earthquake,
many are calling for large-scale reductions
in nuclear power through the cancellation
of all new licenses and the shutdown of
plants currently in operation. The question
these fear-mongers are asking is whether
the benefits of nuclear energy outweigh
the dangers posed by meltdowns and other
nuclear catastrophes. Past experiences have
shown us that expecting any energy source,
nuclear or otherwise, to be perfectly safe and
clean is unrealistic. Contrary to the media’s
claims, ending nuclear energy development
will not make the world any safer or cleaner.
The quake-damaged reactors at
Fukushima have produced a dire scenario,
but the hype greatly exceeds the reality.
The earthquake, which measured a 9.0 on
the Richter scale, was atypical. We’ve never
let such rare disasters scare us before. Did
we drop oil exploration after the ExxonValdez and Deepwater Horizon disasters?
Did we abandon coal mining after the
trapping of 31 miners in Chile? If we must
live in fear of any potential danger, then
we cannot expect to make any progress.
Moreover, media sensationalism is forcing

us to believe that contact with Fukushima
radiation is practically fatal, but the U.S.
Navy crewmen who participated in
disaster relief missions were fine after
being exposed to radioactive particles.
Their solution? Plain soap and water.
The Navy states that the amount of
radiation the sailors were exposed to
is less than the natural background
radiation exuded from the Sun, soil,
and rocks over a period of one month.
Also, what these reports do not take into
account is that the carriers upon which
these Navy crewmen sail are powered
by small-scale nuclear reactors. For
over 50 years, the American navy has
used nuclear-powered vessels to travel a
staggering 136 million miles without a
single accident or radioactive discharge.
Undoubtedly, the radiation from
damaged reactors at Fukushima poses
a major health risk. However, that is a
risk that we must take. Regardless of
the consequences, the world needs
energy. This energy, whether obtained
from nuclear power or crude oil, will
always be dangerous to us and the
environment. However, this danger can
be very easily justified by how societies
choose to utilize nuclear energy’s benefits.
Japan’s own story with nuclear power
is remarkable. After the United States
dropped nuclear bombs that devastated

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Japanese had

glances are stolen. Sparks fly. The two click.
For some, this happens over time; for others,
it may happen in a matter of seconds. Either
way, slowly but surely, a connection is formed.
Before long, that connection is affection,
and then finally, that affection explodes into

the nebulous concept we refer to as “love.”
Unfortunately, the above situation is a tad
idealistic. As teenagers, surely we have all
faced the cruel reality that love does not so
readily form on both sides of a relationship.
More often than not, this notion called
“love” is felt by only one individual. At
that point, a decision must be made: to
confess one’s feelings or to hide them.
Several issues factor into making such a
complicated and often dramatic decision.
Many people are under the overpowering
misconception that sooner is better.
Emotional maturity is a big one. Under
the awkward pretenses of liking someone
who may or may not like them back, they
believe it is best to just get everything out in
the open and see how it goes. This theory
of “speak now or else” can be traced back
to two specific roots. To begin with, these
people are under the impression that if
they do not admit their feelings right away,
they will be discovered in the midst of their
secrecy and suffer a humiliating rejection.
They worry that their affection may appear
obvious anyway, so it would be best to just
admit to it now rather than being exposed.
And secondly, this mentality is often caused
by an unnecessary desire for immediacy:
they feel certain strong emotions and
need an outlet for them. In other words,
an inability to handle emotions leads that
person to seek confrontation or resolution.
Contrary to popular belief, there is an
easy remedy to both these dilemmas that
does not involve revealing one’s feelings to
one’s crush: if a one simply learns to mask
emotions, the necessity to tell decreases
exponentially. Although bottling feelings
is generally considered to be unhealthy,
this is the one instance where not saying
what one needs to say yields more benefits.
But why? Why wait when there may be
a chance for immediate happiness in the
case that one’s feelings are reciprocated?
Friends tend to tell each other, “Just go for
it! You’ll never know ‘til you try!” And here
lies the flaw in thinking: the mentality ought
not to be that you will know once you try, but
rather, you should only try once you know.
Shooting blindly into the wind and hoping
to get lucky leaves a person with minimal
chances for success; rather than depending
on such uncertainties, why not just wait?

more reason to be skeptical of nuclear power
than any other people.
But their economy
needed the energy, so
the government built
multiple reactors. Now,
over a third of Japan’s
energy is provided by
these nuclear reactors.
This clean energy, free
of harmful fossil fuel
emissions, has increased
the standard of living
for Japanese citizens.
Energy
production
of all sorts poses risks.
Oil rigs will explode,
water dams will collapse,
and coal mines will cave
in. However, possible
risks should not prevent
us from continuing to
investigate the potential
of nuclear power. The
continuation of energy
development will require
lots of technological
innovation,
but
science must step
up to the challenge.
If we want to work
for a better tomorrow,
we have to start today.

Risks in Romance – Popping the Question
By KELLY GONSALVES, columnist
IT BEGINS LIKE THIS: two people meet
through a series of serendipitous occurrences
that bring them to that very moment. Words
are exchanged, playful bantering ensues, and

Refraining from immediate action in the
romantic plane gives a person the necessary
time to build a relationship with his or her
prospective significant other prior to the
formal “asking out” process. By building a
platonic relationship first, one is increasing the
chance of that prospective person agreeing
to “upgrade” to a romantic relationship.
Rather than running the risk of rejection,
waiting gives a suitor an infinite amount of
time to convince a person to want to be with
him or her without that person realizing it.
In contrast, attempting this relationshipbuilding process out of order could easily
ruin one’s chances at ever attaining romantic
success. More often than not, when a person
learns that somebody has romantic feelings
for him or her, he or she will begin to view
that person differently, and in some cases,
even treat the person differently, whether
purposefully or subconsciously. In most
scenarios, the person being confessed to will
from then on be wary of confessor, always
aware of this suitor’s feelings, which now
will serve as a barrier between the two. The
confessor’s botched attempt at covering-up
his or her disappointment, the recipient’s
resultant caution when dealing with the
confessor, and their mutual awkwardness
will prevent their relationship from
progressing much further. In other words,
once a person asks somebody out and is
rejected, that person’s chances to remedy
the situation — to somehow convince the
romantic interest of the desirability of a
possible relationship between the two —
drops sharply, if not disappearing altogether.
However, the purpose of this article
is not to discourage lovelorn teenagers
from trying to acquire the object of their
affection, but rather to stop them from
making silly and avoidable mistakes that
could potentially lead to dejection. While
taking risks in one’s romantic endeavors is
both noble and charming, one should only
take risks that are worth taking and that
have a high probability for success. Under
general circumstances, people who take risks
simply for the sake of taking them will often
find themselves in the depths of heartache.
When in doubt about what to do, the answer
is not always “it’s worth a shot!” Quite the
contrary, the surest way to ensure success
in the quest for requited love is to wait.
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The Monster in Monster: Danger in a Can
By POONAM GUPTA, freshman
We’ve all done it: working late nights,
cranking out last-minute essays and projects,
and regretting procrastination. For many,
there seems to be no way to complete
this work without “ a little helper.” When
homework keeps piling up, sports practices
begin to accumulate, and extracurriculars
are never-ending, common pick-me-ups like
coffee just don’t suffice anymore. Instead
30-50% of all American teens are forced
to hop on the newest bandwagon: energy
drinks. However, this nine billion dollar
bandwagon is headed straight for a cliff,
with side effects like hypertension, anxiety,
and kidney failure included along the way.
But if energy drinks are so bad, why do
people drink them? Misleading advertising is
targeted at kids with hectic lives, convincing
them that these stimulants will enhance
their lives and, as Red Bull promises, “give
you wings.” Advertisers and marketers
know what to say and how to say it.
Companies use celebrity endorsement
and enticing slogans and colors which
all succeed in baiting teenage consumers.
What makes these drinks so toxic is what

advertisers
ingredients
even listed
they’re

don’t talk about. Most of the
in energy drinks aren’t
on the label. Because
categorized as

nutritional supplements, energy
drinks can bypass most of
the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s
drink
regulations. For example,
a can of Monster Energy
Drink
contains
160
milligrams of caffeine,
which is between two and
three times the USDA’s
limit on caffeine in one
serving of soda. The
notorious 5-Hour Energy
contains about five times
the amount of caffeine in one cup of
coffee. Caffeine can be the ideal pick-up
needed in a busy day. However, when taken

Worth the Pricetag?
By Erin Petenko, columnist
Now that college decisions are
out, most seniors are no longer stressing
about where they’ll end up. Rather, the
haunting question is what college will be
like. Undoubtedly, for many, college will
prove to be a fruitful journey, one that
will yield a wider perspective on life and a
whole host of friends. But along with this
college experience come the hefty bills in the
mail. As we stare at these numbers reaching
hundreds of thousands of dollars, we have
to wonder, is the college experience really
worth it? What are we getting out of college
and, more importantly, what are we learning?
Nowadays, there is the increasing possibility
that you may obtain a degree without truly
learning anything. According to a study by
Professors Richard Arum of NYU and
Josipa Roksa of the University of Virginia,
36% of college students do not improve
their critical thinking skills by the time they
graduate. Meanwhile, the study shows that
the total weekly hours spent studying by a
typical college student has decreased without
a corresponding decrease in GPA, leading
many to question what exactly these students
are absorbing. From the perspective of a
next-year college applicant, the declining
standards of college education are alarming.
Universities should better students and
not compensate for an aversion to work.
This trend is even more pronounced
among the outliers: underachieving students
who barely get into college. Partying more
and studying less, these types of students
graduate without fully understanding their
major. Thus when they graduate, they lack
not only solid knowledge, but also job
experience needed for paying off massive
college debts in the short-term and attaining
success in the long run. What’s more is
that universities are complicit in this sad
degeneration of standards. Today’s students
are no longer pressured to delve into
“ready-to-wear” fields such as engineering,
economics, or medicine. Rather, they may
freely choose niche courses that yield little
benefit. For example, Brown University
offers a course titled “Egyptology,” one
that attempts to reinforce a “commitment
to higher learning in the humanities and the
sciences for all interested students.” And
although such courses claim to improve the
mind, in actuality, they provide for loose
requirements and necessitate little work,

which translates into unprepared students.
Ideally, students should be working harder to
major in subjects that yield definite careers.
This injustice is only made worse by
the exorbitant cost of a college education.
Tuition is becoming more expensive at
a faster rate to the point where a college
education today may cost you over $50,000
a year. Furthermore, students are spending
more time at school from longer bachelor
degrees to graduate studies, adding to their
debt. Post-graduation, they find themselves
saddled with college loans and those who are
unemployed are stranded with little options
for paying debts. Unfortunately, due to
their high interest rates and strict payment
schedules, college loans are one of the few
debts that cannot be avoided by declaring
bankruptcy. While borrowing should never
have to be an option, students rarely graduate
without picking up loans. Either universities
will have to drop their prices or risk a
drop in the number of enrolled students.
With the cost of college rising and the
quality of education falling, it is relevant to
wonder if traditional, four-year universities
are even necessary. Several alternatives
are already developing, resulting in
more independent, self-study education
programs that provide party-free degrees.
Online colleges, for example, lack the
social environment of a traditional brickand-mortar colleges. Similarly, a degree
obtained through a part-time school can
provide the same amount of knowledge
without distractions — and usually at a
much lower cost. However, the success of
these schools cannot always be trusted; forprofit colleges and online universities, such
as the Katherine Gibbs School, have been
the subject of controversy after fabricating
data about their students’ job placement
and graduation rates. Whether students
are looking at alternative schools or the
traditional four-year university, an accurate
sign of future job viability is not the prestige
or the cheap tuition, but the highest quality
of education for the most affordable price.
As I look ahead to applying to colleges
next fall, academic rigor as well as affordability
will be high on my list of priorities. With
the amount of money that will be spent
during my four years, I hope to make the
most of my experience by taking challenging
courses that push me to my intellectual
limits. After all, a degree can only teach
you something if you are willing to learn.

frequently and in high amounts, even in the
form of energy drinks, it
is highly addictive and
can cause anxiety attacks,
heart palpitations, and
insomnia.
Other
side
effects,
such as liver

damage, heart and kidney
failure, seizures, and —
in some cases — death,
are always possible.
Of course, caffeine is
not the only problematic
ingredient.
Energy
drinks also contain a
myriad of other unlisted
ingredients including a
high
amount
of
unregulated
herbal
stimulants. Many usually think of “herbs”
as natural, healthy, and cleansing, but those

used in energy drinks are anything but.
These herbs can be sprayed with toxic
pesticides as energy manufacturers are not
required by law to list whether or not they
use such chemicals. The herbal supplements
also contain high amounts of unregulated
caffeine as caffeine in herbs are not counted
by the USDA and therefore do not add to
the total amount caffeine attributed to the
drink. The cold reality is when there are no
USDA regulations in sight, anything goes.
The absurd marketing, misleading labels,
and alarming contents may mean nothing
to someone who consumes these drinks in
moderation. If taken in small and infrequent
amounts, these potent stimulants can even
be healthy and beneficial. However, there
is always the chance of addiction, and the
health risks are very real. Meanwhile, more
nutritional alternatives such as coffeeflavored yogurt or white tea have been
shown to provide the same extra energy
while avoiding the harmful side effects
associated with energy drinks. Next time
you watch that Red Bull commercial
promising to make you fly, remember
that your flight might be cut short. Try a
healthier substitute — you won’t regret it.
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...you wait in dread for “Friday” to start
playing on the P.A. in the morning...
...but nothing happens.
...your school duct tapes Mr. Smith to the
wall as a fundraiser...
...and a girl buys two rolls of duct tape for
$40 as revenge.
...your school also pies Mrs. Unger in the
face as a fundraiser...
...and threatens to shave Mr. Andreuzzi’s
mustache for money.
...you get out early because “JP’s water
broke”...
...and the week after, you spend two hours
outside during a fire “drill.”
...you teach your classmates how to do the
“hokey pokey” for gym.
...there’s a ribbon-cutting ceremony to
officially open the new wing, which people
had already been walking through for
weeks.
...it’s 70 degrees outside on Friday, but
snowing on Monday.
...news of seniors’ college acceptances and
rejections spreads telepathically.

Features
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YOU KNOW YOU GO TO JPS WHEN...
...there’s a thriving market in trading
merchandise from different clubs, with
conversion/exchange rates (two paper
cranes for one bar of OotM chocolate, one
volleyball hoodie for two “Rent” tickets).
...you literally run around in circles in
gym class, accompanied by Bhangra or
questionable techno music.
...seniors get into college, succumb to
senioritis and fail everything, then frantically
start studying again so their acceptances
won’t be rescinded.
...you see people standing in the B-wing,
breathing in that “new wing” smell.
...the geese never migrate from the football
field, so you have to swerve around green
lumps on the track.
...APUSH videos are so bad that they’re
good.
...the drumline is hired to wake up the
seniors for the assembly on voting
registration.

...the dreaded paper shortage strikes once
again! — a month earlier than usual.
...the spring season pep rally happens after
half the season is over.
...seniors are absent every other day for
band trips, physics trips, Gov trips, Senior
Cut Day, college visits, college depression,
and college elation.
...everyone’s talking about elaborate prom
proposals...
...including asking someone out during
a performance of “Rent,” making a
computer game, having Mr. Hrevnak hand
out the proposal, and remixing the judges’
evaluation CD from a choir competition.
...the school installs projectors and new
Dells when all the teachers really want is
non-neon paper.
...you hated running around New York for
APUSH extra credit, but now that there’s
no more extra credit, you’re sad.
...your project file is named “asdhfjshkl.”

What
THE JP MIXTAPE Teachers
Say
By STEPHANIE TSAI, columnist

What kinds of music do JP students
and teachers like to listen to? Hawkeye
conducted an informal online survey to
find out. The results are predictable: Lady
Gaga, the fashionista and newly crowned
queen of pop, blows away all competition
to earn the title of Most Popular Singer
among JP students. She demonstrates the
overwhelming popularity of pop/dance,
which, according to the survey, is our
favorite genre of music. Accordingly, Usher
and Bruno Mars — artists who frequently
experiment with pop, dance, R&B, and
hip hop — top the survey lists as well.
“Lady Gaga is the most popular [artist at
JPS] because she’s different,” said freshman
Aniyha Davis. “She’s open about how she
appreciates and supports homosexuals,
and not too many celebrities do that. Some
celebrities just want to be like others.”
But beneath the domination of
mainstream music, is there an undercurrent
of “fobbiness”? Yes, JP students do indeed
possess a taste for foreign music; the high
rankings of K-pop (Korean pop) and
Bhangra (music from the Punjab region
between Pakistan and India) on the survey
charts can attest to that. But though
K-pop and Bhangra are sung in different
languages, both genres possess the fastpaced beats, romantic lyrics, and charismatic
singers of mainstream dance music.
When asked why Bhangra is so
popular, junior Sam Zhang explained,
“Because of the recent annexation of
Edison by India via Oak Tree, Bhangra is
spreading exponentially.” Perhaps. But a
more plausible theory for the popularity
of the genre is its underlying similarity
to mainstream American pop music.
Teachers, too, vary in their musical
preferences. U.S. and world history teacher

Most Popular Music Genres at JPS

Mr. Martinak often criticizes the quality of
the top 40, emphasizing that due to MTV,
music has radically moved away from
focusing on sound to showcasing flashy
visuals. Unfortunately, singers now must
conform in order to secure record deals.
“Kids today and their crazy rock-androll music,” said Mr. Martinak, shaking his
head. He went on to explain that despite the
prevailing pop music culture today, students
still wear AC/DC and Beatles shirts in
homage to the legendary acts of yesteryear.
JP Stevens’ most prominent substitute
teacher, however, takes a different approach
to new music. Mr. Hupka prefers to listen
to music from the ‘70s and ‘80s and cites
CBS FM as his favorite radio station, but
nevertheless embraces current soft rock
songs. He accurately explained the evolution
of music as that of a transcendence from
songs with “more words” to songs that are
“more technical and hard to understand,”
and compared Madonna’s emphasis on dance
to Lady Gaga’s emphasis on provocative
fashion. Although his favorite songs are
the “Macarena” and those by Céline Dion,
Van Halen, Sarah McLachlan, and KISS, he
also enjoys music introduced to him by his
pre-teen daughter. Mr. Hupka frequently
rocks out to Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, Hannah
Montana, and all-time favorite “Justin
Beaver” (probably an underground artist).
Hawkeye’s survey shows how JP Stevens
sits comfortably between the generic and
the eccentric. Like most teenagers would,
the students at JP voted Lady Gaga their
favorite music artist and pop/dance their
favorite genre. Unlike most other schools,
however, JP Stevens also prefers Bhangra
and K-pop to more conventional genres
such as rap and R&B. Just as Mr. Hupka
embraces both the old and the new, so too
does JP Stevens strike a balance between
the mainstream and the idiosyncratic.

Name

1

Lady Gaga

2

One Republic

3

Big Bang

3

Bruno Mars

3

Jason Mraz

3

Super Junior

3

Usher

*British pop, Broadway, Christian rock,
country, French rap, house, indie, R&B,
rap, techno, and trance

What
Students Think

By WENYI ZHU, sophomore
Clear your desks!
It’s the effort that counts!
Butt-kicks and karaoke to the end of the line.
The work will be collected.
You’ll do fine.
For this weekend, look over the next chapter.
This is a silent study hall.

You’ll need this for next year.

Pop quiz! Wait, were we supposed to read?!
Run around and look really interested.
Just shuffle your feet and pump your arms.
The work will be graded, so actually do it....
Liar.
Yes! No homework!
If I whisper quietly, the teacher won’t hear
me... and fifteen other “whisperers.”
Oh no, I did it wrong.
Ugh, time to cram in that map of China.
...notes?
Sorry, but I pulled an all-nighter... zzz.
Time to cram for my next period test!
Put me with my friend! Put me with my
friend!
On what? Why didn’t period one tell me
about this?
It must be that tiny caption under the
picture that no one bothers to read.
I didn’t do it.
Must scope out the smartest kid in class.
Well, there’s no use in hyperventilating five
minutes before class.
We all failed miserably.
But you will anyway, so I need to stay up all
night to make it pretty.
But it’s twenty degrees!
Prepare for hypothermia.
It’s been ten minutes. Stop chatting with the
other teacher and blow the whistle already!
Nap time!
I thought you said you weren’t collecting
them, so I didn’t do them....
We’re going to have to do a project on it, or
worse... an essay.
On the one day that I forget to print out an
article for my current event.
Your previous class probably just wanted to
make us suffer.
I’m still going to talk to that girl who’s in
your first period class.
I still need to make it six paragraphs and
at least three pages. Double-spaced. With
huge margins and size thirteen font.
No, I won’t.

Elementary school was not a
complete waste of time after all. Our time
there laid the foundation for our lives as
high school students — but not in the
way that you would think. In third grade,
our teachers taught us an important life
skill artfully disguised as a reading tool:
“inference,” also known as reading between
the lines. This tool’s usefulness is not
limited to decoding the abstruse meter of
a Shakespearean sonnet or deciphering the
symbolism of Hester Prynne’s scarlet letter
“A”; as teachers like to stress, there are “realworld applications.” Surviving the school
day is like skimming the history book at

lunch: we weary, sleep-deprived, Facebookaddicted high schoolers tune out most
information until a key phrase jumps out at
us. Similarly, what teachers say (or don’t say)
indicates just how our day is going to be.
Maybe it’s unintentional, but just about
anything a teacher says seems to imply
impending doom. Inference I dismissed as
useless in middle school, but it saved my
life (and my GPA) in high school. Without
being able to read between the lines, a talent
honed by years of religious Sparknotes
skimming since third grade, I’d never be
able to survive the school day. Who knows?
Maybe I’d actually work hard instead.

Hmmm... this is interesting.
Use your textbook to study.
The notes that you took will help you.
You know, when I was a kid...
Work independently on this worksheet!
I’m going to split you into groups.
I hope you’re all prepared for a little
assessment.
It’s in your textbook.
Can I see you for a minute?
You may work in pairs.
The other periods did fine.
I’m a bit disappointed.
I’m not judging on artistic ability.
The weather is perfect for running outside.
Bring a sweatshirt.
Jog until I blow the whistle.
The next few days will be a bit more laid back.
Hand in your worksheets from the other day.
I hope you all liked the story.
Sorry, I’m all out of library passes.
My previous classes told me that this helped
them a lot.
I make different versions of the test.
It’s quality, not quantity.

Most Popular Artists at JPS
Rank

...JPS OotM sweeps all but two places at
Regionals...
...and one team manages to go to Worlds
for two different problems.
...lunch meat is weighed before it’s served.
...the student council president, first vice
president, and second vice president are
decided before voting even begins.
...you’re not allowed to sell Gertrude Hawk
bars in school, but everyone sells them
anyway.
...student council elections are more about
performing than campaigning.
...a hot dog costs $3.50, but you still buy it.
...your gym teacher explains softball as “a
little bit like cricket.”
...you’re tempted to recycle one of the
many current event articles, English essays,
or health Powerpoints saved on the library
computers.
...students use Internet memes on their
election posters.
...seniors are so lazy that even our former
YKYG columnists quit after third marking
period.

Richard is a
musical prodigy. Although
he started pursuing music at age 12,
he worked tirelessly to catch up by practicing
for four hours a day. Since then, he has been able to
learn challenging pieces, his favorite being Rachmaninoff ’s
second piano concerto. “The minute I touch the ivory keys on
the stage, I enter a trance,” said Richard. He has played at several
renowned recital halls, including Merkin Concert Hall NY and
Steinway Hall NY, and has won a competition at the 2009 MusicFest at Princeton University. Richard’s dream is to be a concert
pianist. Though he’ll have to overcome tough competition,
he is inspired by Rachmaninoff ’s example to pursue his
dream: “Music is enough for a lifetime. But a
lifetime is not enough for music.”
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Moushumi’s name
rose to prominence with her
at “JPS Got Talent,” a victory that
set JP abuzz with talk of her lovely singing voice
and charismatic stage presence. Moushumi’s talent and
outlook have greatly matured since her shower-singing days.
She now hopes to touch her listeners’ emotions and “affect
people in a very meaningful way” instead of chasing fame and
fortune — a generosity which stems from her love of singing as
an independent, fulfilling pursuit. “Playing my guitar and singing
along is my favorite thing in the world to do. It always makes me
happier,” she said. Moushumi’s music has been shaped by classic
artists including the Beatles, Queen, and Elton John. She
posts covers of songs by these artists and other songs
she loves on her YouTube channel,
youtube.com/moushumichitre.
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CHRISTINE GEENG, junior

Most teens
just listen to rap. Jaron
Brooks actually raps. He was
inspired to develop his flow by a sixth grade
poetry unit and, over the last six years, has built up
his rapping career with “hard work and a keen ear for
good music.” That ear has served him well: among other
successes, Jaron has recorded with Mike Beats from The
Dean’s List. Jaron enjoys the natural high of just freestyling
in front of strangers at a party and seeing the crowd’s reaction
when he raps for the first time. His popularity springs from
the freshness and versatility of his style: he can “talk about
how the neighborhood is ghetto,” then quickly alternate to
“telling a girl how beautiful she can be without having
to mask herself with useless artificial things.” His
musical influences include Kid Cudi and Lupe
Fiasco, and he plans to jumpstart his
rapping career in college.
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When
she was twelve, Shirley
picked up a book on the work of
photographer Richard Avedon, which piqued her
interest in fashion. She began photographing models
from Wilhelmina Model Management in April 2010 and now
travels to New York City on a weekly basis for photo shoots. She
explains, “[Being] successful in fashion is 55% about your work
and 45% about who you know, who you’ve worked with, and how
important your friends are.” On March 31, in collaboration with a
fellow fashion photographer, she launched a new online fashion
magazine entitled Youth & Freedom (www.yf-magazine.com). Shirley
hopes to pursue fashion photography in college and plans to
hide out in NYC after high school. Her complete portfolio
can be found on www.photobyshirley.com or in the
portfolios on the agency websites for Ford, Elite,
NEXT, Wilhelmina, Major, Red, and
Re:Quest.
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We’ve
all made paperclip bracelets in
kindergarten, but few of us have thought to take
our primitive jewelry any further. Sonia Kumar, on the
other hand, has progressed from paperclip-and-bead bracelets
to such elaborate and exotic creations as “brass and turquoise ear
wraps,” “coral Aztec fan earrings,” and “turquoise and yellow jade fiesta
earrings.” “I love making jewelry because I have no rules to follow and I
have the freedom to create new and innovative designs,” said Sonia. She’s
most proud of having her designs published in jewelry making magazines,
such as BeadStyle and Bead Trends, the same ones she read years ago as a
humble paperclip-stringer. She’s even turned her fame into fortune: her
mail-order company “Catchall Jewelry” receives 100 to 200 orders
per month, netting her 1500 to 2500 dollars. In the future, she
plans to expand her skills by learning metalsmithing
Though
he
and by compiling tutorials for her
thinks of drawing as simply
existing jewelry.
a hobby, there is no doubt that Dennis
Zhang is a talented artist. As a toddler, Dennis
discovered that he had an uncanny aptitude for art. Now an
accomplished artist, he has won many competitions, including
two Gold Keys in the Scholastic Art and Writing Competition, and
has had his artwork published frequently in newspapers. Recognition
of his artistic talent, however, is not limited by state borders — he
was invited to Washington D.C. a few years ago after winning the
Woodsy Owl Poster contest. Despite his many achievements,
Dennis does not see art as a road to fame and fortune; art is
purely an escape from the stress of high school life. Always
seeking to increase his creativity, Dennis continues
to pursue art because “drawings help
imagination come to life.”

When Faraz
a crash course in
omore year, he was only looking
ighting and composition to make a
he process of gleaning these tidbits of
true calling. Armed with a Canon S3, he
nd aesthetic aspects of photography, such
ture, iso, and white balance. Faraz is gaining
nal world — he was recently offered a job
ional wedding photographer. Although his
has been grueling, his passion for capturing
bright. “I love photography simply because
always loved nature and the beauty of
pires to attend film school in the near
ntinue working in the professional
videographer and filmmaker.

Markos
has been immersed in
music for as long as he can remember.
His grandmother had always sung Greek folk
songs around the house, and his mother had started
him on piano lessons when he was four years old. He also
performed with the Metropolitan Opera House for five years
and won numerous awards for solo singing in a statewide Greek
Orthodox Youth Association competition. As a sophomore, he
severely injured his leg in a varsity football game. With his newfound
free time, Markos auditioned for the spring musical and afterwards
began to pursue music seriously. He has brought his talent to JP by
arranging this year’s Barber Shop piece and taking lead roles in
musicals. This fall, he will attend Westminster College as a
voice major. “Music runs through my veins,” he said. “I
have no set plan for the future, but I know that
singing and acting will be the essence
of my life.”
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Getting Down to Business Battle of the Teachers

By Anibha Singh, senior, and Bryan
Lin, freshman

ON MARCH 10, over 2000 high school
students made one promise together: “I won’t
let my past hold me back from my future.”
Guest speaker Alton Jamison’s speech to urge
others to remove their “mental handcuffs in
life” was among many highlights that John P.
Stevens Future Business Leaders of America
(FBLA) members witnessed at the 51st New
Jersey FBLA State Leadership Conference at
the Raritan Center in our very own Edison.
Forty-nine JP Stevens students attending this
conference competed in different events at
the state level and attended several workshops
related to leadership, career development,
presentation, business, and life-skills.
It is not overstatement to say that JP’s
FBLA has had its best year so far in 20102011. Among 150 local FBLA chapters in
New Jersey, JP’s FBLA was awarded Third
Honors as an Outstanding Chapter, was
recognized as a Gold Seal Chapter, and
won prizes in Membership Expansion and
Public Relations. In addition, JP’s FBLA
placed among the top three in the state
for the Community Service Challenge.
There was much individual success as well,
as 23 of the students who attended States
placed in their respective competitive
events, and a few were invited to attend
the National Leadership Conference in
Orlando, Florida, at the end of June.
Also featured at States this year were
the creative campaigns of junior Chris Xia
and sophomore Kiran Wattamwar. With
a theme of the movie “Up!,” Chris ran
for VP of Membership and Kiran ran for
Secretary. JP’s FBLA co-President and
senior Amulya Kattimani proudly said,
“Both were extremely confident and had
probably the most creative campaigns
out there!” After the campaign rallies, a
charity social dance event was held to raise
money for the national FBLA partner,
March of Dimes. The spotlight shined
on senior Vishva Mehta, the state’s VP
of membership, as he and other state
officers were auctioned off at the dance.
The following day, juniors Albert Pan,
Kenny Lin, and Jimmy Kim represented JP
Stevens in a trivia game called “Battle of
the Chapters.” Afterwards, juniors Albert

Pan and Karthik Ramakrishnan performed
a hilarious rap titled “I Like Business” to
the tune of Far East Movement’s “Like
a G6” at the “New Jersey FBLA’s Got
Talent” contest. Their fearless performance,
coupled with memorable dance moves,
earned tremendous cheers and applause
from the audience. Karthik said, “It was
awesome to see the superb talents of FBLA
members across the state, whether it be
their humor, singing, or magic tricks.” To
top this all off, our own Ms. Ribinsky was
named as the Outstanding Local Adviser.
As this unforgettable and memorable
experience drew to a close with the current
state officer team’s farewell speeches, a
melancholy yet inspired mood settled among
the crowd. FBLA members came home as

seniors, the Battle raged even during the
final event — the obstacle course. To
MARCH 11 brought victory, unity and, complete this elaborate course, teachers
above all, school spirit among teachers had to jump rope, “wheel barrow” another
and students at the Battle of the Teachers teacher, dribble a soccer ball, run a three(BOTT). This event featured our favorite legged race, and throw Frisbees into a
teachers competing in teams for each grade bucket. Even when one teacher stalled
in dance competitions, obstacle courses, and on his specific event, the other teachers
tug-of-wars. After taking their seats on the and students cheered their support. As a
bleachers of the new gym, the multitude reward for completing this intricate event,
of students dressed in school colors each team received double the amount
watched the stunning introductions of of points based on their placing.
each competing group. After their rocking Freshmen teachers came in fourth with
entrances and dance moves, the teachers 50 points, followed by juniors with
dove into the athletic events, like the balloon 100 points, sophomores with 150, and
pop, hula hoop game, and tug-of-war. the seniors at the top with 200 points.
Competition was tight as all four classes
After a few minutes of deliberation, Mr.
were surprisingly close in skill and speed Miller was back on the court with the final
outcome. The crowd silenced as he
announced that additional points given
for crowd support and sportsmanship
would be awarded to the seniors
and sophomores respectively. Then
came the much anticipated final
results of the night. In fourth place
were the freshmen with 450 points,
followed by the juniors in third with
460, the sophomores in second with
520 points, and the champions of
BOTT — the seniors with 660 points.
Screams of joy erupted from
the senior stands, but for all of the
participants and audience members,
whether they won or lost that night,
BOTT was a wonderful experience.
“I’m having a lot of fun,” said senior
Richard Tasik. “It’s really a bittersweet
experience, since it’s my senior year.”
The greatest accomplishment of the
night was, not the seniors victory, but
the unity displayed by all the students.
Crystal Byun, vice president of the
freshmen class council, said, ”It’s really
Members of the Student Council Exec Board and others pause for a picture after encouraging to watch everyone come
helping run the obstacle courses and various other challenges throughout the night. together and root each other on.”
Perhaps BOTT was not as special for
new friendships were forged, new interests during every event. During the basketball
were discovered, and new dreams were foul shooting contest, the senior and the students as it was for the teachers, who,
shaped. JPS’s Vishva Mehta summed it all up freshmen teachers grappled in a close fight, free from the constraints of the classroom,
best. “The 2011 State Leadership Conference with the senior teachers narrowly sinking a showed a different side of themselves.
was an experience that will remain with the shot at the last second of the final round Summing up the night, Ms. Glor, a first-year
seniors forever,” he said, echoing the nostalgic and earning 100 points. Celebrating their freshman science teacher, said, “I’m loving
sentiments of many. “Enjoy FBLA while victory, the senior spectators stood up in the it! I haven’t had so much fun like this since
it lasts because you don’t truly appreciate bleachers and screamed their voices hoarse. I arrived! It’s nice to see everyone support
Despite the early lead earned by the their classes and show so much school spirit!”
all it has offered to you until it is gone.”
By KONYA BADSA, freshman

Odyssey of the Mind cont.
like
robot
during
the
skit.
These displays of effort that JP students
put in showed how well-deserved the teams’
successes were. Mr. Parekkadan, brimming
with pride, said, “I was astounded by the
motivation and performances of JPS OotM
newcomers whose solutions were far better
than experienced teams in other schools.”
Following up on their success at Regionals,
twelve JPS OotM teams traveled to Ewing
High School to compete at the State level
— the final stepping stone to earning a
coveted spot at the Worlds tournament in
the University of the Maryland. Needing a
top two finish in their respective problem
categories, six teams received some sort
of an award, while four will be heading to
Maryland later this year. Teams captained
by Sushmitha Ganagoni and Jackie Song
fell just short with a nonetheless laudable

John P. Stevens
At a Glance...

37

The number of awards earned
by JPS in the National Latin Exams.

third place finish. Meanwhile, Jon Wu’s,
Jerry He’s, and John Su’s team struck silver
with wins in the Full Circle, Unhinged
Structure, and Extreme Mousemobiles
problems respectively. John Su’s team also
achieved a historic and unprecedented
milestone by also qualifying for Worlds in
the Unhinged Structure category, this time
with a first place finish. JPS OotM now turns
its attentions to University of Maryland, and
preparation is already underway. Jerry said,
“Winning at States was great, but given
it’s my last year as an OotM member, I’m
particularly excited about Worlds. It’s a
whole different atmosphere.” Hopefully, JPS
OotM can give this year’s seniors the sendoff they deserve with a positive showing
in Maryland. And, if results at the regional
and state level are any indication of future
competitions, JPS OotM will deliver just that.

The Odyssey of the Mind team led by Susmitha Ganagoni (far right)
performs an entertaining and creative skit full of colorful costumes and props.

16

27

The number of awards
received by the choir and orchestra at
the Boston Heritage Music Festival.
Also, the national ranking of John P.
Stevens’ MUN program according to
a recent ranking of high school MUN
teams assembled by popular blog
BestDelegate.com.

cINDY pARK

The number of members
who won awards in their respective
committees at the recent Seton Hall
Model UN Conference out of the 33
students who attended. Five of the 33
also won the prestigious Best Delegate
award.

1690

The points earned (out
of a possible 2000) by the Knowledge
Masters high school team at the spring
Knowledge Masters Open. This is the
KMO team’s largest point haul in recent
years.
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“Rent” musical cont. A Taste of Stevens
a
mutual
attraction
between him and Angel
Dumott Schunard, a
drag queen portrayed
by freshman Raymond
Mallia-Nuñez.
“Rent”
truly made an impression
on the audience, but few
realize how difficult it was
to pull off these roles. “I
was scared at first to take
on such a bold role like
Angel’s and pretty unsure
about how others would
react to it,” Raymond
said. “However, being
surrounded by fellow
theatre members made
me feel comfortable to
WESLey Jen
be on stage.” Just as the Markos Kantilierakis and Ali Afendoulis sing their duet
theatre family openly hand in hand as they musically narrate the emotional
welcomed
Raymond, story of a young couple locked in a battle against AIDS.
his character, Angel, was accepted by the “I was immediately drawn to the innovative
East Village community with open arms. aspects, deep messages, and of course, the
“Rent” has many entertaining aspects as uplifting entertainment of the musical.
well for both the performers and audience ‘Rent’ was so memorable because it was a
members. Looking back to the “Tango play that truly changed Broadway forever.”
Maureen,” which includes an elegant tango
The students’ efforts in recreating this
dancing scene, senior Cristina Castelo said, masterpiece were impressive. “I am so
“Although it was hard to learn at first, being fortunate to have such talented students
able to do a silent dance with classmates who perform and work backstage. Year after
onstage definitely was a fun experience.” year, they achieve the great feat of running
“La Vie Boheme” ended Act One a solely student-constructed play,” said Mrs.
with dancing, singing, and an optimistic Rich. An example of student innovation
celebration of everything in their lives. includes the scenic design, which was headed
Perhaps the most famous song from by senior Gosia Pawlowska. The highlight
“Rent” came next — “Seasons of Love” of the stage was a junk pile that consisted
— which soloist senior Richard Tasik of beat-down bikes, pipes and assorted
believes to be the ultimate symbol of metal pieces. Gosia reminisced, “It was fun
the play. “The message behind the lyrics to gather the materials. Some of them were
is so powerful because it speaks of donated and some I picked up at a junk yard.
friendship and love. The whole purpose The sculpture was supposed to look like
of the musical is summarized in this song.” scrap metal, but most of it was actually made
In Act Two, the young group of out of paper towel rolls painted silver!”
friends experience their toughest times as
Both the cast and crew’s hard work and
individuals succumb to disease and couples dedication made the spring musical an
break up. But even in these dismal times, unforgettable experience for everyone.
one emotion pervaded throughout the play: Congratulations to the JP Stevens
love. As she thinks back to the first time she cast, crew, and supporters for making
saw “Rent” on Broadway, Mrs. Rich said, “Rent” a successful theatre production!

After months of suspense, the “B-wing”
made its official debut on Monday, March
28. The opening finally put rumors to rest
when the new wing failed to feature a second
cafeteria, a library, or — every JP student’s
fantasy — a swimming pool on the roof.
However, the B-wing does offer expanded
area, amazing SMART Boards, a brand
new computer lab, and air-conditioning.
The opening itself proved to be very
enjoyable as students, parents, excited
teachers, Mayor Ricigliano, and even the JP
Stevens Hawk attended the event. Senior
Nicole Hadjiloucas joined Mrs. Pawlikowski
and the Board of Education president
in giving speeches to commemorate the
occasion. Mayor Ricigliano proceeded
to cut the ribbon, symbolizing the
beginning of a new era at JP Stevens.
Throughout the night, parents and other
guests toured the new halls for glimpses of
what will be taught in the new science and

23,000

The weight,
in grams, a 7-gram tower built by
Science Olympiad contestants John
Su and Gautam Gunjala held. The
structure, which held over 3000 times
its own weight, helped the JPS Science
Olympiad team finish 6th at the recent
statewide competition.

On mARCH 7, JPS invited students to
get a little taste of something different.
In a cultural event called Taste of Stevens
and hosted by the Human Relations
Committee, students were able to leave
their daily routines for a few moments and
explore the extent of the diversity in JP.
After school, students and teachers alike
entered the cafeteria and were welcomed by
decorations, music, and the enticing smell of
delectable food. Individual tables circled the
cafeteria, each representing a country and its
culture while also sporting an informative
poster, cultural artifacts, and most importantly,
bite-sized finger foods which students
were able to buy for only a quarter or two.
“It was really exciting to taste different
unique foods from different cultures,”
said senior Mohammed Ali. “My favorite
booth was the Polish booth because
the Polish cheesecake was delicious.”
At each table, there were various types
of entertainment native to their respective
countries, ranging from modern Korean

music videos to traditional Spanish songs.
Mrs. Pawlikowski even tried her hand at a
few of the more interactive activities such as
the National Dance of the Philippines called
“tinikling” and the Indian Bhangra dance.
Taste of Stevens was one of the first
events started by the Human Relations
Committee back in 2009 and has since
become an annual event for the club. “The
purpose of this club is to unify the school,”
said senior Soderia Kakoulakis, Co-President
of the Human Relations Committee,
“and I think this is a great way to connect
all the cultures we see in our school.”
Despite event flyers on the walls, students
still entered the cafeteria not really sure of
what to expect. “Every year, we have students
who come in with no idea of what’s going
on,” said senior Ami Patel, Vice President of
the Human Relations Committee. Though it
might have been the food that first attracted
some guests, the event ultimately succeeded
in doing much more; it opened students’
eyes to the rich cultural mix of JPS “Before
[the students] leave,” Ami summed up, “they
always end up learning something new.”

Mr. JPS continued

math rooms. Students and teachers set up
stations in the rooms to demonstrate certain
activities and labs. Visitors had a chance to
take a free blood pressure reading offered in
the AP Biology room, explore the technology
in the Robotics room, and marvel at the Van
de Graaffs in the Physics room. The guests
also enjoyed delicious cookies to the sound of
live music courtesy of the orchestra students.
But for students, simply being in the new
wing was its own little treat. “When you enter
the new wing it seems like you are entering
a whole different world,” senior Alina
Rashid said. Noting the high-tech SMART
Boards and new lab stations, Alina said that
“the new wing is a wonderful addition to
the school and will greatly change the way
that we function in class in the future.”
The new wing has been met with
excitement by all. Even if students are not
lucky enough to have any classes in the new
wing this year, they should stop by, look
around, and take a deep breath; after all, that
Home Depot smell only lingers for so long.

senior Mike Paradise, Mr. March, included and a speech with a ringing “Yes you can!”
a bucket and a shovel, while senior Justin by Mr. September and Student Council
Dean, Mr. December, strutted his stuff President, senior Devon McRimmon. No
in his Spongebob Squarepants trunks. matter the type of performance, each was a
After a preview of the summertime trends, perfect blend of humor, creativity, and talent.
the audience was treated to a more intimate
After the formal wear segment in which
look of their nighttime apparel. Senior Zach each candidate donned a suit, a tie, and a
Friedenreich, Mr. February, hugged his Big disarming smile, the votes were cast and the
Bird stuffed animal while wearing huge fuzzy judges made their decisions. This year’s Mr.
slippers. Also delving into their cuter sides Muscle, decided by the audience, went to Mr.
was senior Nick Bencivenga, Mr. July, who November, Eric Bunin, and Mr. Congeniality
cradled his stuffed turtle. The two
most showy and flashy heroes,
however, were seniors Richard
Tasik, Mr. June, and Eric Bunin,
Mr. November, both of whom
wore Superman attire to prepare
for a night of crime-fighting.
The boys then prepared for
the main event of the night:
the talent show. Sophomore
Michelle
Chen
exclaimed,
“This was my favorite part of
the show because each boy
showcased his unique talent.”
Senior Zach Friedenreich stole
the show when he acted as a
world ping pong champion
dressed in black. While he played
a match against his opponent,
someone hiding behind him
would move large, fake legs
that looked like Zach’s real Mr. Congeniality Richard Tasik (left) and Mr. JPS Eric
ones, except they were moving Bunin (right) celebrate their victories after a fun show.
in all different impossible directions. The went to Mr. June, Richard Tasik. Finally,
audience roared with laughter as the players as everyone awaited the end result with
“flew” after the ball and stopped it in mid- bated breath, the hostesses revealed the
air before smashing it. A popular act among winner of Mr. JPS — Mr. November, Eric
the females was a dance performed by Bunin. With the crowd erupting in cheers,
Rojing Rajkarnikar and a few other talented Eric pinned on his third sash of the night.
dancers. His act was greeted by the loudest
The show was the epitome of success.
applause, though the faithful supporters of Eric Bunin, later said, “Winning Mr. JPS
senior Richard Tasik and his cover of Bruno was a great feeling, but the weeks leading
Mars would beg to differ. His ending line up to the show were even better. The guys
of “You are amazing” was overtaken by and I had so much fun every day at practice
the audience’s resounding “Aww!” Other and shared too many laughs to forget. It
notable performances include a Napoleon was an experience unlike any other, and
Dynamite dance, a reenactment of Pacman, I’m really glad we put on a good show.”

“ Winning the Mr. JPS title was great,

“ I was scared at first to take on

N e w Wi n g O p e n i n g
By SHIVANI PATEL, senior

By WENDY WEN, senior

but the practices leading up to it were
even better, with the laughs we had
and the great times we shared. I was
just thrilled that we managed to put on
a good show. ”
-Eric Bunin, Mr. November,
after being crowned Mr. JPS

such a bold role … However, being
surrounded by fellow theatre members
made me feel comfortable on stage. ”
-Raymond Mallia-Nunez on
his role as Angel in “Rent”

“ District Convention was a time for

our club, as a whole, to bond. I not only
learned how to become a true leader,
but also gained a profound appreciation
for what our organization does. ”
-Ajit Bopalkar, Vice
President of Key Club, after
attending NJ District Convention
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A Track Runner’s Season Perspective
Track also has positive influences on
athletes’ personalities. Nicholas believes that
Running, as a sport, is often belittled;
without running, he would be a lazy person.
cynics wonder what skills are needed to run
The sport gave him a sense of responsibility,
around a track repeatedly. However, after
leadership, and patience. Kristie views track
talking to two of JPS’ most dedicated track
as a sport which relieves stress and builds
athletes, one will understand the diligence
confidence. The sport’s outdoor nature
and passion is required to become a track
inevitably leads to unpredictable conditions,
so runners never know what they will
star. “When I’m neck and neck
face. Striving through tough workouts
with someone during the final
builds not only their endurance,
stretch of a race, I feel a rush
but also their determination.
of adrenaline and anger,” said
Glory, the most rewarding emotion
junior Kristie Fan, a leader of the
a
track
athlete can feel, is the result
Hawks girls sprinting team. Senior
of
the
runner’s perseverance and
Nicholas Bencivenga, another
dedication.
Kristie and Nicholas both
prominent face on the Hawks
describe
the
euphoria of winning a
distance squad, said, “The feeling
race,
especially
against formidable
I get when I’m neck and neck with
competitors.
Even
more exciting
a guy during the final stretch is
is
beating
one’s
personal
record,
indescribable. I try my hardest to
tangible
proof
that
all
the
blood,
fight through the pain and make
adrenaline,
and
hours
spent
under
the
it to the line before anyone else.”
When asked why he chose
sun, wind, and rain finally paid off.
track, Nicholas revealed that
Kristie and Nicholas are a testament
running allows him to aim for Kristie Fan (second from the left) attributes her track medals to the fact that runners should not
higher feats. Using times and to hard work, a healthy diet, and good time management. underestimated. Seeing track’s impact
personal records as motivatiors, he said, which means no junk food or soda,” said on these two JPS runners is inspiring to
“Track is the type of sport which you can Kristie. “After practice, I usually nap or pass fellow athletes and those who want to pursue
only get better and better.” This constant out for about three hours because I’m so a running career. Indeed, being any kind
strive for improvement throughout his exhausted from our workouts. I also have to of athlete — whether a runner, swimmer,
high school career has kept him running. manage my time wisely and make sure I finish or football player — is a difficult task that
Running has also influenced the daily all my homework since track does take up a requires steadfast commitment, perseverance,
routines of the athletes. Track keeps them lot of team especially on days with meets.” and most importantly, love for the sport.
By GURNOOR TUCKER, sophomore

in healthy form all year. In their team
workouts, the athletes complete a series
of rigorous exercises every day. Training
continues out of school, too, as the runners
must constantly exercise their bodies to
maintain strong form. In addition, runners
must sustain a wholesome diet. “Because of
running, I have to pursue a healthier diet,

JPS Tennis Team Makes A Raquet
considers tennis the most mentally taxing.
The effective coaching of the program is
Entering the spring of 2011, the JP reflected by their squads’ success: the boys
Stevens tennis squad holds high expectations tennis team has never had a losing season
for the upcoming season — and for good under Coach Pisano or Coach DiBella.
reason. The team has been among the best
Preseason preparations entail six practice
in the county over the past several seasons, days in the week. For junior singles player
raising banners for GMC Championships Neil Nadpara, keeping up with the busy
in 1999, 2000, and 2006. The varsity squad, schedule through the season calls for both
led by Coach
physical
Pisano, looks
and
mental
to finish in
toughness.
the top three
“The biggest
in the county.
challenge
I
Coach Joseph
face is staying
Dibella’s junior
consistently
varsity team has
healthy for the
enjoyed success
entire season.
as well, being
Playing
six
the champion
days a week
of
the
JV
definitely
GMC County
makes me sore
To u r n a m e n t
and
tired.”
for the past
Nevertheless,
two
years.
Neil feels that
It is a tough
being a part of
road to both
the program
earn a spot on
has enhanced
the team and
his abilities as
to face fierce
a player. His
competition
fellow singles
throughout the
player, junior
season. Tryouts
Ajit Bopalkar,
in the past and
agreed. “Three
present
have
hours
of
consistently
WESLey Jen practice daily
drawn about Behind each victory of the tennis team is hours of has made me
fifty boys, of hard work. All of the players, including Ajit Bopalkar, a much more
which
only play six days a week and practice three hours daily. consistent and
half ultimately make the team. Despite versatile tennis player.” Once the season
the challenges, the Hawks have thrived. begins, a typical week consists of three
Leading the boys varsity tennis team is Coach matches mixed in with practices. Players and
Pisano. She coached the both the boys and coaches must also work their way through the
girls tennis teams at Woodbridge High chilly and windy weather of March and April.
School for six years before coming to JPS in
When asked about the future of tennis
1996. Contributing to her success as coach is at JP Stevens, both Ajit and Neil hope
her own playing experience in Colonia High that the program continues to grow in
School and Montclair State University. Coach popularity. Neil hopes the tennis program
Pisano’s influence also extends to Junior “continues at full force despite the recent
Varsity Coach DiBella. Now in his third budget cuts.” Ajit adds that he would like for
year, Coach Dibella remarks, “I have learned more JPS students to be interested in tennis
a great deal from [Coach Pisano] regarding and thus bring more talent to the team.
strategy, match preparation, and being a part
Now competing in their third year of
of a successful program.” Coach Dibella tennis at JP Stevens, Neil and Ajit consider
also coaches soccer and basketball but their previous seasons to be memorable ones
By WALI SABUHI, columnist

and look forward to the two that await. They,
like every other member of the team, enjoy
every moment they spend on the court: as
Ajit said, “Being a member of JPS Tennis
is an honor. I love being with my friends
and just doing what I love: playing tennis.”

Going GAGA
for Bowling
By ALEX KIM, junior

Four days after Valentine’s Day, the
bowling team had their annual end of the
season banquet. Held in the faculty dining
room, this year’s banquet was special
because all proceeds raised from the dinner
went to a needy local family. The Give A
Gift Away Banquet (GAGA) honored James
Alfieri and his family, who unfortunately
could not attend that night. An ALS patient,
Alfieri is wheelchair-bound and needs his
family’s constant support. In order to assist
Alfieri and his family, the bowling team
donated an impressive contribution of $550.
The event started off with introductory
speeches from Vice Principal Ms. Valentine,
Athletic Director Ms. McKean, and Coach
Arcuri. The team celebrated with a dinner of
home-baked food and was serenaded by the
team choir, which sang “Hey Soul Sister,”
accompanied by the dance group, which
performed “Cotton-Eye Joe.” Captains
Susanna Duong, Mindy Wang, Anne Xie,
and Justin Wong also presented Coach Arcuri
with a meaningful and creative gift — a bank
shaped like a large bowling pin, signed by the
team members and filled with their photos.
As always, some team members were
awarded for their outstanding performance
during the season. Juniors Hager Saad and
Zachary Wong received the Sportsmanship
Awards; sophomore Aziza Saad and junior
Seth Kaplan won awards for Most Improved;
MVP awards went to sophomore Katherine
Norat and senior Marc Mamboyo; and the
Captain Awards were given to juniors Susanna
Duong, Mindy Wang, and Anne Xie, and
senior Justin Wong. Seniors Marc Mamboyo,
Justin Wong, and Nikesh Soni were honored
for their consistent contributions to the team
as well. The bowling banquet effectively
closed a successful season, and next season
will hopefully be just as “strike”-ing.

Apr 2011
Relaxin’ With
LaX Coaches
By JENNIFER CHEN, junior

The JP Lacrosse teams are ready for
an intense 2011 season. Hawkeye caught
up with Girls Coach Lori George and
Boys Coach Michael Siter for a preview.
QUESTION: What are some of the goals
the lacrosse team has for the season?
SITER: Our goal this year is to end the season
with a .500 average. We also want to get past
the first round of the GMC tournament,
a feat we have never achieved before.
George: Our goal this year is to remain
competitive in the GMC division. Every
team is so strong, and we’ll have to bring
our best to every game. And as always, we
hope to end the season above .500 average
so we can enter the state tournament.
QUESTION: How do you think you compare
to other teams in the conference/league?
SITER: We are definitely near the bottom, as
there are many talented teams in our division.
Our goal this year is to play hard and perform
at the middle level in the conference.
George: There are definitely some extremely
talented teams in our division, but we have
girls that can compete at that same level.
QUESTION: What are some of the key
factors that make the group as good as it
is? Do they enjoy being together as a team?
Siter: The team is good at coming together
as a group. There are many teams that can
outscore us, but we battle back and work
hard. Our solid defense helps us come back
from a deficit. The guys improve every match.
George: They come to practice committed
to getting better and committed to learning
something. I can’t ask for more from
athletes. Also, they enjoy being on the
field, practicing together, and spending time
with each other off the field. When you
have that type of friendship throughout
the team, it helps during competition.
QUESTION: Do you have anything
you need to improve on right now?
Siter: Throwing and catching are areas
that need improvement. Also, we are trying
to improve our offense. I’m happy to say
that sportsmanship is not a problem on the
team. They play hard with a good attitude.
George: ALWAYS! The girls know that I’m
never satisfied. There’s always something we
can do just a little better. The team as a whole
needs to work on being all-around players.
QUESTION We know that last year’s
team did not pan out as desired, but
how does this year’s team compare?
Siter: There are a lot of returning seniors,
and I am happy with the experience they
bring to the field. Furthermore, the new
players are showing signs of great potential.
Additionally, junior John Kispolski is
doing an excellent job as varsity goalie.
George: Last year was the first season
JPS girls lacrosse ever made it into the
state tournament. That was the best
record and best team this program has
had so far. I have no doubts that we can
reach that level again with hard work!
QUESTION: What is the team most
excited about this upcoming season?
Siter: This year, we are playing the same
teams as last year, and we are excited
to improve our record with them. Our
important matches this season are
against Monroe and Edison High School.
George: We’re excited to see what we’ll do
when it counts. Practices and scrimmages
are definitely necessary, but game time is the
important part. Hopefully I’ll get to witness
the team bring everything together. There’s so
much that goes into a good lacrosse program,
and it shows when they step on the field.
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“Setting” A Precedent for the New Season
By Rangasri Ramji, sophomore

Despite opening on April Fool’s Day,
the boys volleyball team’s first game of the
season against Edison High School was no
joke. The Hawks took a commanding lead in
the first set against their cross-town rival with
a score of 25-17. The next set was closer,
but the Hawks pulled through 25-19, thus
winning the match 2-0. Senior captain Victor
Quan led the team with eight kills and senior
captain Shalin Patel added 14 digs. Senior
captain Riley Wang and senior Brandon Lee
chipped in with nine assists each. Overall,
the Hawks dominated Edison High with 12
more kills, 18 more assists, and three aces.
This season opener against Edison was
an accurate indicator of the Hawks’ current
success. In spite of early losses during
two toughly contested matches, the boys
followed up their first game victory with
another win against St. Peter’s Preparatory
School. The Hawks easily won the first set
25-12. The second set was close, but the
Hawks triumphed again, winning the game
with a second set score of 25-22. Two
days after the game against St. Peter’s, the
boys won yet another game against North
Brunswick with a first set score of 27-25
and a second set score of 25-20. Junior
Marvin Crawford led the Hawks with 10
kills, and Brandon Lee added 11 assists. So
far, the Hawks lost two games early in the
season but are presently riding on a winning
streak, with an overall record of 5-2 as of
April 12. Interestingly enough, all the team’s
wins have been in two sets instead of three.
In spite of the team’s excellent record,
they still strive for better. This year, their
ambitious season goals are to win both the
Greater Middlesex Conference and states.
Although the boys consider their offensive

game as their strong point, they also wish to
advance many other aspects of their game,
like defense, passing, setting, and teamwork.
The team’s constant desire to improve
explains their excellent performance in

their division. Other contributing factors
to the team’s success are the players’ close
relationships and the team atmosphere,
which senior Matthew Nguyen described
as “friendly” and “fun.” Coach Savulich’s

optimistic and understanding attitude also
encourages the team to do their best every
time. With excellent coaching, skilled players,
and a collaborative team relationship, the
boys volleyball team is destined to succeed.

9 Ways to Improve Your Golf Game
By ALBERT CHANG, senior, and HARRY
HOFFMAN, junior

2-putt every green. The first stroke is to just
get it close enough to the hole so that the
second stroke is an easy, stress-free putt.
4. A positive attitude. Playing good

1. Play it smart. Everybody loves to pull
out their driver and bomb the ball
a good 260 yards down the fairway;
however, distance does not take
precedent over accuracy. If you’re
driving 300 and the ball is ending
up in the rough, it’s time to put the
driver away and pull out the 3-wood.
2. Not only strength. Many
amateurs think that swinging
harder and faster will let them
drive like PGA players. However,
PGA tour player Fred Couples has
the slowest swing on tour, yet his
drives average 293 yards. In reality,
the key to hitting the ball farther
is the flexibility and torque players
generate by rotating their hips.
Contrary to popular belief, the
swing actually depends on the core,
not the arms. Another important
aspect of a swing is good tempo,
which leads to consistent shots.
3. Putting is key. Everybody
loves to practice their driver
and see the ball land 300 yards
away, yet nobody pays enough Six years of playing golf have taught captain
attention to the putter. In a round Chang plenty of helpful tips to improve one’s
of 18 holes, the driver is only used only a golf depends 90% on your mentality
few times, but the putter is used on every and another 10% on your technique.
single hole. Strive on the putting green to Staying positive and composed on

the course is crucial to playing well.
5. Every shot counts. You never
know whether your sand shot or your
punch from under the tree just might go
into the hole and save you par.
6. Chipping. A player’s short game
around the green is key to saving
par on a hole. This is especially
important to players who cannot hit
the ball as far. Now that technology
has helped the average golfer hit the
ball farther, courses are built longer
to compensate. If your second shot
is short of the green, you can still
make birdie or par if you can hole out
or get it close for an easy one putt.
7. Finding a spot. Accuracy is
key, whether it’s off the tee or an
approach shot. Focus on a spot
where you want the ball to land and
concentrate on hitting that spot.
8. Confidence. Commit to every
shot. You already lined up your shot
and chose the right club. All that’s
left to do is to trust your decision
based upon your experience.
9. Equipment. We’ve all heard
of the phrase, “It’s the player, not
the equipment.” But in this game,
Albert equipment is just as important as
game. skill. Modern clubs are constantly
being refined so that the players can increase
distance. Unfortunately, everyone cannot
afford to constantly play the newest models.
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